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	Title: Experience a Cosmic Event in Your Garden
	Author: by Cecile Garrison, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Let me tell you about some tried and true annual flowers that have served us well over the past ten or fifteen years.  We purchased one packet of seeds from a hardware store on the Central Coast.  This is before we thought much about the difference between an annual and a perennial.  The first crop did exactly what the seed package said they would.  They germinated in a week and quickly grew two to three feet tall and wide with a multitude of white, pink and burgundy flowers.  What a magnificent show they put on!  However, that is not the best part!  They self-seeded that first year, grew more babies and those babies bloomed alongside their parents long before the first frost.  We really got our money’s worth out of that little packet of seeds.Imagine how thrilled we were when those flowers reappeared early the following spring and filled our flowerbeds with white, pink and burgundy flowers again.  Moreover, we did not have to do one thing!  Friends and family took seeds and seedlings and decorated gardens all over town.These beauties seem immune to pests but attract butterflies.  They are disease free unless they are crowded and overwatered.  Under those conditions, they might get some powdery mildew.  If they do, we remove the entire plant.The only possible negative is rapid growth and flower production.  We remove spent flowers and stems to encourage repeat blooms and to prevent the plant from getting too leggy.  If it gets too big or “out of control”, we remove the entire plant or prune it back to twelve to eighteen inches tall.  This plant thrives in the heat!  Plant in full sun and water sparingly once established.  No fertilizer required!  In fact, you will create a tall plant with fewer flowers if you over feed!  These flowers last in a bouquet indoors at least seven days and you do not have to worry about hitchhiking insects landing on your dining room table.  They are also ideal for drying. You are probably wondering where you can get some of these marvelous plants!  The white, pink and burgundy ones are readily available as six packs or flats in local nurseries and garden centers.  Plant them in containers or average garden soil and they will bloom until the first frost.  Take care that the root ball does not dry out before the roots establish themselves in the soil.You can direct seed them in the garden after the last frost for early summer blooms and as late as June for blooms from August through the first frost.  Plant them according to the package instructions and keep the soil evenly moist until they germinate and have two sets of leaves.
	Page 2: Ok, what is this earthshaking annual?  Spanish priests in Mexico grew it in their mission gardens.  They supposedly dubbed it “Cosmos” because it has evenly placed petals, which reminded them of harmony or an ordered universe. The cosmos most commonly found in nurseries is Cosmos bipinnatus.  This one has given us thousands of white, pink and burgundy flowers for years.  The foliage looks similar to ferns with fine cut leaves.  The Chocolate Cosmos is smaller than the rest, has smoky brown blooms and smells vaguely like a cup of hot chocolate.  It is a little temperamental and needs more attention than the C. bipinnatus.This Spring I discovered Cosmos sulphureus by accident while surfing Internet catalogs.  I had not seen them for sale in any of my usual gardening haunts so I ordered seeds online.  Orange, yellow and red flowers have become our garden favorites and this was a fantastic addition.  One package of seeds gave us all three colors.  They are shorter and more compact than the C. bipinnatus.  They are proving to be pest and disease resistant so far.  The dark, velvet red is a recent addition to the C. sulphureus trio.  It was exciting to watch as each bloom opened, first yellow, then orange and finally red.            There is a yellow cosmos that ranges in height from four to seven feet tall.  There are other cultivated varieties such ‘Crest Red’, ‘Ladybird Dwarf Red’, and Yellow Cosmos-Klondyke Mix that are not as tall.  There are many other varieties but you will probably have to order seeds or plants on line.  I plan to get a package of seeds for each variety for a dazzling show this time next year.Plan your own “cosmic” event!  Dedicate an entire flower bed to a flurry of Cosmos and you will be rewarded with color in your garden for years to come.
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